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An immersive experience
into the future of healthcare
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Web3 in health: what is it all about?
Blockchain, NFT, metaverse or web3. You have certainly heard these terms in
the media in recent years. While some believe that these are just buzzwords,
others, on the contrary, say that they are the next phase of the Internet. So it's
hard to know what to think about it.
The term Web3 was first used in 2014 to describe the evolution of the Internet
as we know it today. This term comes from the blockchain community, which
has been advocating for several years for a better distribution of the value
generated on the Web.
But it was in October 2021 that Web3 reached
the ears of the general public when Facebook
announced that it was changing its name to
Meta.
Along with the Web3, the metaverse
entered homes of millions of people
in the world. Therefore many
puzzling questions emerged:
What is Web3?
How is it related to
metaverse, blockchain,
crypto-assets and NFT?
What impact can this
have on the health sector?
To better understand it,
23 Consulting invites you to a
extraordinary experience to
discover the future of health.
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What is the "Into the Metahealth" experience?

A dive into Web3 applied to health with
blockchain, NFTs and metaverses.

A discovery of virtual worlds including Avalon,
the first metaverse 100% dedicated to health

A projection in the "Future of Work", the first
use case of the metaverse for companies.

Teamwork to brainstorm and imagine use
cases for Web3 in healthcare

A projection in the world of tomorrow with the
management of health data with Web3.
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Why a Web3 initiation?
TO HAVE A CLEAR VISION OF WEB3 AND ITS TOOLS
(BLOCKCHAIN, METAVERSE, NFT, DATA, ETC.)
It is sometimes difficult to understand the functioning and
usefulness of these technologies in the health sector. This
experience makes it possible to lay the foundations and
disentangle the buzz from the concrete.

TO ANTICIPATE, INNOVATE AND STAND OUT
It is undeniable that like Web1 and Web2, Web3 will have a
significant impact on the world of health. This experience
allows you to understand these new challenges and gives
you the keys to apprehend them.

TO LIVE AN EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCE
Web3 is like a unicorn, you have to see it to believe it. This
experience offers you an immersion in virtual spaces in
order to touch the metaverse and its potential in health.

TO GENERATE NEW USE CASES INTERNALLY
This experience will allow participants to understand the
new use cases of Web3 and its tools in health. A
brainstorming session will give free rein to their imagination
to build applications adapted to their business.
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Programme
9h - 10h : Web3 fundamentals
What is Web3?
How is it related to blockchain, cryptos, NFTs and metaverse?
Why so much "hype" around these technologies, and in particular the
metaverse?
What are its current applications?
10h - 10h30 : Break
10h30 - 12h30 : Applications in healthcare
Web3:
What are the impacts of Web3 in health?
How will health data be managed in Web3?
What place for health actors and patients?
Blockchain:
What is blockchain and what is it used for?
How can blockchain be used in healthcare?
Examples of concrete projects
What are the barriers to adopting this technology?
Crypto-assets and NFTs:
Are crypto-assets useful in health?
What are the uses of NFTs in health?
Examples of concrete projects
Metavers
Why are we talking about metaverses in healthcare?
Where are we really?
Case study: Aimedis (the first health metaverse), My Health My Data
(European blockchain project in hospitals).
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Programme
12h30 - 14h : Launch break
14h - 15h30 : Immersion in a virtual environment with a VR headset
Installation of participants, briefing and onboarding;
Visit of the use case gallery;
Participation in a conference with his avatar;
Walk through a virtual showroom.

15h30 - 17h00 : Brainstorming workshop
Sub-group work on the construction of use cases of Web3 in health;
Animation by experts;
Restitution of use cases in plenary.
All participants leave the session with a digital version of their avatar as well as
a souvenir photo in the virtual space.
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23 Consulting x VR Académie

LEADER IN WEB3 AND HEALTH CONSULTING
6 years of experience in the decentralized web in
health;
More than 20 customers trained and supported;
A presence in France and abroad.

PIONEERS OF METAVERS EXPERIENCES
More than 200 metaverse events carried out
since 2021;
Operators of the first metaverse use cases in
France;
Up to 80 headsets simultaneously.
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